with the revival of fine printing, limited editions, and improved technology (permitting the inclusion, for instance, of colour plates). By examining the designs of Laurence Housman, Arthur Rackham, and Florence Harrison, among others, Kooistra also helps trace Rossetti's posthumous reception. The final chapter investigates paintings and drama inspired by Rossetti's poems (the latter usually based on Goblin Market and marked by increasingly sexual interpretations), but while this extension completes the project it will be of less interest to bibliophiles. The bulk of this finely produced and generously illustrated volume will prove compelling reading for students of Rossetti as well as anyone interested in books and the publishing process. Patron saint of Confederation? Consider Riel a cultural Barbie doll, decked out in whatever raiment the outfitter picks. Albert Braz offers a guide to this wax museum, a comprehensive and engaging account of the imaginative uses to which Canadian culture has put Riel.
Braz's chapter headings tell the story: Red River Patriot, Traitor, Martyr, Go-Between, Mystic/Madman. Because Braz has dug up absolutely every imaginative account of Riel and thoroughly analysed it, his conclusions seem to me inarguable. The 'representations of Riel ... are important not so much because of what they tell us about Riel but because of what they reveal about Euro-Canada, the dominant sector of a society that for over a century has been able to create essentially the Riel it wishes or needs to see. ' My only cavil with the excellent job that Braz has performed comes out of my conviction that academic criticism often resembles the fabled guns of Second World War Singapore: fixed irrevocably in a single direction. Xxxxxxxxxx That is, I would benefit from an evaluation of the various discursive treatments of Riel, which strike me as no less ideology-driven and contestable than the novels, plays, and poems which Braz surveys. Hints of the author's yearning to mount such a display of historiographical bias emerge fleetingly: his account of Donald Creighton's strenuous distaste for the the subject of Riel in general, the 'hagiography' of Maggie Siggins's recent Riel biography, and the rather remarkable assessments of Riel that he has garnered from Métis historians. As a casual reader of the historical literature on Riel, I find that it displays no less parti pris than the imaginative treatments of him. 'Which Riel are you writing about?' is a question I have wanted to ask of more than one historian. The many faces of the 'historical' Riel could be a most interesting successor volume to The False Traitor.
Certainly Braz's coverage of Riel as Canada's demon lover, who can be twisted into our very own anti-American, or Aboriginal or madman or sadman or sentimentalized victim, peforms a much-needed function. I can think of no better way, for example, of examining national (and nationalist) mythologies than that of following the path that Braz has set out. This is why False Traitor ought to wind up on a lot of reading lists.
The nature of such informed surveys requires that the writer move on to another work before exhausting every interesting aspect of the one before us. Tour guides never move us back into the bus at quite the right time. Yet without them, we would miss much. Braz's work performs that indispensable and timely function.
'Timely': Chester Brown's acclaimed Louis Riel: A Comic-Strip Biography brings home just how entrenched and serviceable Riel remains in our national mythical pantheon. This big-haired Riel is a prophet and dreamer done to death by unscrupulous schemers and an indifferent god. Did anyone hear me say 'Jesus'? Yet the work is scrupulously referenced, to the point of Brown frequently admitting just where he is fudging the historical record.
Yet as a purported piece of historical writing, Brown's Louis Riel often cheats, in that it attributes a rationalized sequence of intentionality and control to Sir John A. Macdonald that the written record will not support. Of course, one could say that Brown is one in this respect with Thucydides, who places speeches of his own authorship into the mouths of others. Only in this way could the ventriloquist effectively dramatize the human agency driving the historical process that he set within the forms of tragedy. But then Thucydides was not writing the post-Enlightenment, scientific history which Brown's critical apparatus signifies. Perhaps liberal empiricism is not the only way to write history, yet it does strike me as a bit slippery to invoke its trademark without actually delivering the product. Brown's delightful drawings are hard to put down, but reading it makes me thankful for the work that Braz has accomplished. (DENNIS DUFFY)
